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Key features
Monitor your
application & system
servers
Ensure services &
processes are running

Windows servers are used around the
world to keep systems up & running.
Some are dedicated to hosting tasks

Ensure restricted
processes are not run

TCP/IP listen ports
Errors written to logs &
event logs
Continually verify
system performance &
disk space

environments such as database, web
or printing, while others provide
more

generic,

application-based

solutions.
No matter what their role, the Sentrygo Quick Server monitor provides
monitoring for all key aspects of the
system.

Web reporting built-in
Compatible with Sentrygo Plus! components

Errors written to the local Event Logs
or text-based log files can be
captured and reported in near realtime, while available disk space can
be regularly monitored.
Application & system performance
can continually be verified to ensure
its within limits and the server not
overloaded; details can also be
recorded for further trend analysis.

Respond automatically
to detected errors

Real-time alerts &
notifications

Windows environments can be
complex and typically are made up of
a variety of components. With the
Quick Server monitor you can ensure
key services & processes, including
custom ones are running, and
restricted ones aren’t, 24 x 7.

Whether you’re running an older
Windows 2003 system or the latest
technology,

Sentry-go

automation

allows you to concentrate on your
own job, safe in the knowledge that
your infrastructure is in safe hands.

More than just monitoring …
With Sentry-go Quick Monitors you get more than just easy to use monitoring. Client tools allow you to
manage, control & configure the monitor remotely from your own desktop while flexible alerting options
keep you informed at all times, by e-mail, SMS etc.

Automatic responses allow the monitor to react to problems
itself when issues are detected, from restarting a failed service
to clearing up temporary files to reclaim disk space.

Quick Monitors also include a fully integrated web server, providing information at your fingertips through
your web browser.
Why not try Sentry-go for yourself, free for 21 days ? Visit http://www.sentry-go.com/evaluations.aspx, or
contact us for more information.
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